1. Public Comment
   None
2. Neighbors Warming Neighbors program:
   We need to arrange with two previous clients to complete insulation installation. (pipes and water heater blanket)
3. Town Solar installation
   We need to contact a few solar installers to get advice on location, whether this can be applied to residents and pricing for the Town solar. John will contact installers and run by Brent. We will use this information to prepare a Warrant Article
4. Website
   Lee will assemble a write-up to review in detail at the next meeting. We need to add more local interest content, local actions, resident testimonials and a DEC project history; things we've accomplished. Also, replace/reword for links that have vanished and associated descriptions on those whose content has changed.
5. Don Larsen has mentioned the idea of a Dunbarton Energy Fair to be held in April of 2015. John will have more details at the next meeting.

Meeting adjourned 8:31 PM
Respectfully submitted: John Stevens
Next meeting Monday, Nov. 17, 2014.